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About This Game

On a world where a giant and lethal storm restlessly moves around the globe, people learned to survive in this cold, harsh and
hostile environment. They are searching for the Refuge, a place where the Frost would never go.

Inspired by deckbuilding games like Dominion, Ascension and the like, Frost is solo survival card game that puts you in charge
of a group of people looking for the Refuge. Resources, weapons, ideas, dangers and regions are represented by cards, use them

wisely!

 Challenging survival deckbuilding gameplay, requiring anticipation, strategy and memory

 Intriguing, immersive universe

 Sloppy but graceful unique artwork

 Hours of gameplay with difficulty modes, endless mode, Scenarios and cards to unlock

 Dozens of cards to discover

 Different characters with different abilities
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 Accessible and paced at your own rhythm, playable by all (some illustrations might disturb the youngest)

 Made with love <3
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autocraft is a very fun game were you can build, test, and pilot vehicles.
. This game made by RPGMaker and have a classical Beat ’em up story plot, but now we don't in a fantasy world what we can
see in a lot of that style game, we are in the modern Detroit city. Story is that: Bad guys are kidnapped your girlfriend and you
decided bring her back with your friends. The story and the music enough good in the game. Gameplay also enjoyable, at the
start you have a lot of choice from a lot of companions what you should pick to your journey, are they have different skills, so
this bring a good replay value to the game. Game have a world with a lot of hidden items what you can found and have
achievements.

So my verdict

+good music
+lot of characters
+achievements
+trading cards
+good replay value
+some different difficulty level
+enough good base price

-not everyone like that style

SO i think this game enough good, if you like this style and like do achievements, its game for you. Price is enough fair, but if
this game be in bundle, this can be must buy category.

7.5/10. If you got time to waste it's a decent enough casual srpg. But if you'd rather play something good and not a tedious
grindfest cause this is a port of a crappy mobile game meant to run on microtransactions, play something else. Might I suggest
SRW, or Front Mission 3-5, or the Fire Emblem series, or one of HBS's Shadowrun games, particularly Dragonfall and Hong
Kong, or one of those Spiderweb Software rpgs.

tl;dr: If you just want something to waste several dozen hours doing repetitive and tedious grinding, this'll do, otherwise, go play
something more engaging.. quot;Eating lightbulbs is wrong!"
"Introducing cannibalism.". If I could summarize Ember Strike in a way, it's Gems of War after taking a few exercises in the
gym. Almost an hour and I already fell in love with this game. While microtransactions are a bummer, like pretty much any F2P
and current AAA games have, you can pretty much enjoy the game without it. I bet this would get even better sometime.. I
really really love this game! Good music, pretty backgrounds, and easy controls. It's something you can play for 10-15 minutes
and de-stress. Super great, and I can't wait to see more backgrounds and music come out. What I noticed at the beginning was
that the interface was blurry for me, but I went into options and cranked the resolution to the max and now it looks nice and
crisp. I had trouble knowing what was good and what was going to kill me, but figured it out after a few failures. It would be
nice if the bad stuff was a little more obvious, and the powerups were explained too. I still don't know what all the powerups do,
but will learn with experience. I'd recommend this game. It's super. It's easy. It's fun.. Bugs and Performance Problems---

I've ran into some serious performance problems with this game. First, the game crashes about 50% of the time when opening it.
Second, the game suffers from some serious frame rate stuttering. This affects the control input, which causes me to fall and die
frequently. Third, the sound has a strange echoing effect which seems as if it might be related to the frame rate issue. This issue
even affects while you are navigating the menu while the game is paused. The problem does not get better or worse by changing
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the graphics settings. Seems to be a hardware optimization issue. I'd love to try it more, but can't play it until this is resolved..
Nice naval game. It's almost the best naval game I've play so far!
 It would be far better to add formation concipt to this game. It doesn't have to be compliacte. Just add a line formation for
surface battle and a circle one for carrier battle.While in formation, each ship is moving in the same speed. If it's ok to add a
group selection fuction and "Ctrl+#" function, commanding a large fleet will be a lot smoother than now. Right now a large
scale battle is like a total dog fight, not a battle between two fleets.
Second one. Can you add an option of "manual fire" in addition to "manual control"? In come cases, I just want the computer
doing the shoot for me while I was manuvering the ships (Right now they don't fight like a "fleet"!).. I'm not sure how qualified
I am to rate this game as I only have it from a bundle and played it because I want to play every game in my library. However
for me this was boring, I try to play 10 minutes of every game I try and I could only made it to 8. If you want to do crazy stuff
for a little bit with a semi, play this game and do crazy stuff with a semi. If you want to drive along a predetermined route in a
semi with no reward whatsoever for doing so in a plain setting that isn't the best quality, play this game. If you want to have fun
driving a semi and feel like there's point to doing it, like getting new trucks or making money you can spend to get a better truck
or having cool places to go or cool things to deliver or even just getting to choose the colors of your semi, don't play this game.
I'd also not suggest paying $10 to do the things I said you can get from this game if you do want those things.
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THIS GAME. Amazing! Don't be fooled by the looks, and you'll be in for a real treat.

At first glance, it has a weird learning curve, since characters keep dying fast while one is trying to understand how to control
them.

But once you play a few matches, you'll find yourself adapting your playstyle for each of the 5 dynasty members, choosing
which one comes next in order to avenge your recent misfortunes, which leads to...
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